We will show that the Calderón-Zygmund inequality, ll7 We assume the reader is familiar with elementary local field analysis and singular integrals in general. In the following work K will denote a local field (nondiscrete, zero-dimensional, locally compact field), B n = {x G K: \x\ <q~n},D n = {JC G K: \x\ = q~n}> and % A the characteristic function of the set A. Haar measure X is normalized so that X(B°) = 1 (KÇB 1 ) = q~l) and the prime n is chosen so that TTB° = B l . The fundamental character \ is trivial on B° and nontrivial on
= {JC G K: \x\ = q~n}> and % A the characteristic function of the set A. Haar measure X is normalized so that X(B°) = 1 (KÇB 1 ) = q~l) and the prime n is chosen so that TTB° = B l . The fundamental character \ is trivial on B° and nontrivial on
B~l. C 00 and C 0 denote the continuous functions with compact support and the continuous functions that vanish at infinity, respectively.
LEMMA 1. The function f defined above is regular.
A straightforward calculation shows that ƒ satisfies this equality. D LEMMA 2.
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We note each co E T is the kernel of a singular integral operator T^ (see [3] ). These kernels correspond to C°° kernels in the real case. We denote the multiplier of the operator T u by F(r w ) and L p -operator norm of r w by 117^11^. By IIcoll,., we mean {J DO PROOF. From the inequalitites llr w ll 2 < llr w ll p and llcoll,. < llcolL, we need only show there is no constant C such that lU^I^ < ClItolL for all co E T. We will accomplish this if we find a sequence {co fc } C r such that II to^ IL < 2 and H^W 1 ! = I F0T Wjt )L > IF(r w )(l)l -+ <*>. To this end we define for xED°, • We now give a variation of Theorem 1 by excluding the case r = °° in (1) and allowing A" to be any local field (no restriction on q). The proof is greatly simplified and depends only on Lemma 2. 
